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SKU Designation
French

Law
Caliber Shots

Energy
(J)

Speed
(m/s)

Barrel
(cm)

Length
(cm)

MSRP

PR1110
Replica CZ SP-01 Shadow

Spring 
Vente libre 6 mm airsoft  14  0.4  63  11  20.7  

35.00 € incl.
tax

Airsoft gun CZ SP01 Shadow
This spring-loaded gun is lightweight and easy to use. The ergonomic handle with gridded rubber panels
gives it an excellent fit in the hand. It is equipped with a fiber optic handlebar and an accessory rail. A barrel
extension tube can easily be screwed on by removing the front caps.

Blowback: no.
Shooting mode: manual.
Velocity: 63 m/s.

The CZ SP-01 Shadow is a historic feat of firearms craftsmanship, especially in the realm of competitive
target shooting. Its design is based on the classic Model 75 which, even in 1975, was a highly regarded and
demanded pistol in the United States and Europe for its elegant and ergonomic design, large magazine
capacity and smooth operation. It was the design of this pistol that really brought CZ pistols to the fore.

The design of the CZ M75 was inspired by the Browning High Power pistol, but was significantly improved
from its design template. Originally, the M75 was intended for the Czech police. It was smaller and lighter
than a traditional M1911, with a slide that fitted into the receiver for smoother cocking and sturdier
construction.

The SP-01 reinvented the M75 into a high performance competition pistol. The SP-01 Shadow is one of the
most famous competition pistols and it is the origin of the CZ Shadow line. With this exceptional line of
pistols, CZ has delivered a unique shooting package that offers everything a competitive shooter could hope
for right out of the box. With its lightweight metal carcass, ergonomic handle and ambidextrous safety, the
Shadow stand out for their IPSC dominance. The SP-01 Shadow was not only the gun that started this
triumphant tradition, it remains a firearm legend to this day.

Les prix de vente conseillés sont mentionnés à titre indicatif. Les armuriers sont libres de vendre au prix
qu'ils souhaitent. Textes et photos non contractuels, sujet à modification.
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